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Subject: Additional hearing materials for W17a
Appeal Number A-3-SLO-20-0072 (Central Coast Blue Test Wells)
This package includes additional materials related to the above-referenced hearing item
as follows:
Additional correspondence received in the time since the staff report was distributed

J. H. EDWARDS COMPANY
A REAL PROPERTY CONCERN
Specializing in Water Neutral Development

January 7, 2021
W17a
Appeal Filed: 12/2/2020 Action
Deadline: 2/9/2021 (2/12/2021 Actual)
Staff: Brian O’Neill - SC
Staff Report: 12/18/2020
Hearing Date: 1/13/2021
Appeal Number: A-3-SLO-20-0072
STAFF REPORT SUBSTNATIAL ISSUE DETERMINATION ONLY
Applicant: City of Pismo Beach
Appellant: Jeff Edwards
Local Government Decision: San Luis Obispo County Coastal Development Permit
Application number DRC2020-0050 approved by the San Luis Obispo County Board of
Supervisors (on local appeal) on October 20, 2020.
Location: San Luis Obispo County Parks and Recreation Department’s Coastal Dunes RV
Park and Campground at 1001 Pacific Boulevard (APNs 061-111-017 and -018) in the
unincorporated community of Oceano in San Luis Obispo County.
Project Description: Construction of two full-scale, permanent groundwater wells, a
pipeline connection to an existing outfall, water tanks, a sound wall, an above-ground
pipeline, and related development, all on a temporary basis to allow for monitoring and
testing in support of a potential future project, known as “Central Coast Blue”.
Appellant Recommendation: Find Substantial Issue

Dear Commissioners,
In response to the staff report prepared for the above referenced item, please consider the
following:
Standing
As a resident San Luis Obispo County I am an aggrieved person appellant with a public
interest in the subject application and the parent project, Central Coast Blue (CCB). My
participation and opposition to the proposed project at the local level included
correspondence and meetings/public hearings with the Oceano Community Services
District, Oceano Advisory Council, San Luis Obispo County Planning Department Hearing
and the San Luis Obispo County Board of Supervisors.
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The proposed project is permanent, not temporary
While the project description indicates the wells in question are for testing purposes, it is
important to note the City of Pismo Beach has made their intent clear that these wells will
be permanent. The groundwater extraction well in question will be drilled to a depth of
approximately 400 feet and developed with a 12-16 inch stainless steel casing and included
with the total project cost of $750,000. It is unclear how much water will be pumped from
the well and discharged to the ocean, eg. 17.5 acre feet to 185 acre feet.
LCP inconsistency-the Project is not allowed in the Recreation LUC
Staff indicates, “the proposed project does not fit neatly within the public utilities facilities
use” column and further states, “while technically an LCP inconsistency” the report goes on
to justify the inconsistency based on the County’s illogical application of the proposed use
definition relative to the Recreation land use category in question. As a result, in a footnote
staff states, “If the Applicant intends to permanently keep the wells as part of the
larger CCB project, the County would need to reconcile the potential LCP
inconsistency by re-designating a portion of the lot or amending the allowed uses in
Table O.”
The proposal before you represents a clear prima facie case of LCP inconsistency because
the proposed use is simply not allowed in the Recreation Land Use Category. The current
proposal should have been rejected upon application to the County of San Luis Obispo
because it is inconsistent with the current LCP. However, it appears a governmental
accommodation was granted to the City of Pismo Beach by the County in accepting,
processing and approving the project.
Your staff report, typically detailed and comprehensive, in the instant case, appears to have
been hastily compiled in less than two weeks as a governmental courtesy to the City of
Pismo Beach. The report fails, as did the County, to apply LCP provisions accurately to the
proposed project. Furthermore, the staff report fails to conduct the type of analysis that
would lead to a conclusion of LCP inconsistency and therefore would raise a Substantial
Issue and jurisdiction over the project would be assumed by your Commission. Due to the
likely adverse precedential effects of your Commission allowing the County decision to
stand, the Commission must assume jurisdiction over the matter (First of four CCB
groundwater wells in the Recreation Land Use Category).
The plain reading of the Use Group Definitions in Coastal Table O can result in no other
interpretation of the proposed project, but that it is a Public Utility Facility and NOT a
Water Well and Impoundment.
Water Wells and Impoundments [F5] Water extraction uses or structures for small scale
domestic or agricultural use including wells, ponds, water tanks and distribution facilities. (page
46 of 46, Table O)
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Excerpt from Table O, page 21 of 46

Alternatively, the appropriate use group for the subject proposal is Public Utility Facilities given
the proposed project is a public water well, as shown below, however not applied accurately by
the County:
Public Utility Facilities [J5] Fixed-base structures and facilities serving as junction points for
transferring utility services from one transmission voltage to another or to local distribution and
service voltages. These uses include any of the following facilities: electrical substations and
switching stations; telephone switching facilities; natural gas regulating and distribution
facilities; public water system wells, treatment plants and storage; and community wastewater
treatment plants, settling ponds and disposal fields. Nothing in this definition is intended to
require a land use permit where Government Code Section 53091 would exempt local agencies
from permit requirements, except in the coastal zone where permitting requirements are as set
forth in the Local Coastal Plan. These uses do not include those uses that are not directly and
immediately used for the production, generation, storage, or transmission of water, wastewater or
electrical power such as office or customer service centers (classified in “Offices”), or equipment
and material storage yards (classified in Storage Yards and Sales Lots”). (page 41 of 46, Table
“O”)
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It is widely stipulated by the applicant, appellant and staff that the proposed project is not
domestic, small or agricultural. However, Coastal staff justifies the use of Water Wells &
Impoundments due to the “temporary” nature of the project, the small amount of water to
be produced from the testing (17.5 acre feet) and the fact the land use category or use
definition can be changed later to achieve LCP consistency. Clearly, this is not how
regulatory agencies operate or how LCP consistency is found, by approving a project now
and potentially establishing consistency at a future date.
Likewise, the City of Pismo Beach justifies the misapplication of the use definitions by
stating that it is only two wells, they’re accessory to the Visitors Serving function of the
campground in question and almost laughably suggests that because the City of Pismo
Beach is not regulated by the Public Utilities Commission it does not have to comply with
the use definition of Public Utility Facilities.
Moreover, if by some wave of a magic wand, the proposed project could be found
consistent with Coastal Table O; there is an existing Limitation on Use for the Recreation
Land Use Category at the Coastal Dunes RV Park and Campground, location of the subject
proposal. The limitation on use controls over any allowed uses in Table O if they are not
expressly stated in the language of such limitation.
The proposed Project is precluded from Coastal Dunes RV Park & Campground
Ordinance No. 1215-Limitation on Use-Allowable uses in the area between Highway 1 and
the railroad right-of-way are limited to recreational vehicle (RV) parks (Urban Destination
Recreation Vehicle Park). Therefore, the proposed project is inconsistent with the County
General Plan and the Local Coastal Plan. Coastal Staff, in their report, suggests since
Ordinance 1215 was adopted in 1972 that pre-dates the Coastal Act and was therefore
“never incorporated into the LCP, and thus is not part of the standard of review for this CDP
application”. This is a patently false assertion in that when the LCP was certified on
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February 25, 1988 all of the ordinances of record were incorporated by reference in the
newly certified plan. Therefore, the Limitation on Use is very much in play and does serve
as a Standard of Review for the proposed project and as such precludes the proposed uses
from the Recreation Land Use Category in the Coastal Dunes RV Park and Campground.
Coastal Act Public Recreational Access Policy inconsistencies
The Coastal Act requires public recreational access to be maximized and lower-cost
facilities to be protected and provided as a way to maximize access for all segments of the
population, including those unable to afford expensive accommodations and facilities.
Overnight accommodations are a necessary part of providing public access and
recreational opportunities for the many visitors that live further from the coast, including
those from inland areas, such as the California Central Valley, where a coastal trip requires
a lengthy car ride.In fact, many campers travel hundreds of miles to their destination so
they may enjoy the coast without having to drive back to their home the same day. The
issue of coastal access is not so much that visitors stay on or at the beach, but about the
ability to spend time on the coast without the extended travel by having access to lowercost accommodations. The County-approved project included no analysis of potential
impacts upon the availability of lower-cost accommodations, let alone establishment of
any mitigation measures. It is not enough to simply provide public recreational access to
and along the coast, nor is it enough to simply protect public recreational access; rather
such public recreational access must also be MAXIMIZED.
The staff report discounts potential impacts to public recreational access because of the
limited duration of the proposed project being six months as conditioned by the county.
The best case scenario for the proposed project, if the Commission finds No Substantial
Issue and there is no legal challenge, construction could begin by mid-February. This
timeline would suggest the project construction occurs between mid-February and midAugust of this year. This timeline would clearly impact the summer months and the
displacement of available campsites could be significant given demand.
Moreover, staff has suggested that the project would coincide with the off-peak or
shoulder season in February, March and April where demand is historically reduced. The
problem with this assertion is that given the loss of 1,000 campsites at the ODSVRA and
increased demand because of Covid-19 there is no visible “off-peak” season for the
foreseeable future.
This is especially true in Oceano given its moderate climate with seventy-degree weather;
camping demand is extremely high on weekdays and weekends because of its proximity to
the beach. Options for camping are extremely limited. The Pismo Coast Village, a popular
resort on Highway One does not allow tent camping (RV camping only). The Countyapproved project impacts to lower cost visitor-serving accommodations are significant. It
is estimated; at minimum 40-camp sites at the Oceano Dunes RV Park and Campground
will be displaced during the project. The County-approved project lacks an adequate
analysis of impacts to this class of visitors and as a result the proposed project is further
inconsistent with the LCP.
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Additionally, other campsites within the 230-space campground may be affected due to
noise and construction activity, making them less desirable. Likewise, the affordable
($59.00 per night King bed) at the eighteen-room Oceano Inn, across the street from the
project site, is also likely to experience impacts from the project, including noise, lighting
and traffic, making it a less desirable place to stay, further reducing quality and affordable
places to stay. Based upon the above discussion, theproposed project clearly fails to
conform to Section 30213 of the Coastal Act as it relates to the protection of lower cost
visitor-serving accommodations in the community of Oceano.
Proposed Project is inconsistent with LCP Noise Standards
The proposed project fails to conform with Section 23.06.040 of the San Luis Obispo County
Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance (CZLUO) Noise standards.
As staff suggests, the proposed project will be complaint with the exterior noise level standards
for much of the six-month project construction and testing. However, the permanent, full-scale,
water extraction well will require at least two weeks to be constructed. Construction requires
non-stop twenty-four hours per day, seven days a week, continuous drilling for a minimum of
two weeks. The exterior noise levels will exceed 65 dB maximum nighttime noise level
standard, as shown below.

Noise from the well drilling is expected to exceed 85 dB. The project proposes to deploy a
3-sided sound wall to attenuate the sound. However, even after attenuation, noise
thresholds are likely to exceed the nighttime Maximum Nighttime Level of 65 dB. It is
almost guaranteed nighttime operations will exceed the exterior noise levelstandards
provided in the CZLUO and is therefore, further inconsistent with the LCP.
Proposed Project coincides with avian nesting season
While the City of Pismo Beach Categorical Exemption (CE) under CEQA discusses nesting
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birds and mitigation measures, there are no County Conditions of Approval that require
mitigation for potential impacts to Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHA) with
respect to nesting bird species covered under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. In fact, the
proposed project construction is likely to be directly coincidental with the nesting season
recognized by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife between February 1st and
September 15th. Based upon pre-construction surveys, a minimum no disturbance buffer
of 250 feet around active nests of non-listed bird species and a 500-foot no disturbance
buffer around the nests of unlisted raptors shall be maintained until the breeding season
has ended. The project CE offers substantially less disturbance buffers than is required.
For example, the CE provides a 25-50 foot buffer for non-listed bird species and a 100foot disturbance buffer for unlisted raptors. These disturbance buffers are clearly
undersized and fail to protect ESHA and as a result render the proposed project LCP
inconsistent.
Environmental Justice Considerations
The community of Oceano is a recognized Disadvantaged Community with a majority of its
population being LatinX and twenty-percent of its residents falling under the poverty line.
The elementary school students are 100% enrolled in the free and reduced meals program.
So far, CCB is largely a grant driven project of which Pismo Beach has secured a $2 million
planning grant for water reclamation projects under a federal WaterSMART program. A
second $2 million state Proposition 1 grant has also been awarded which will fully fund
$750,000 for the subject proposal. The wealthy City of Pismo Beach has leveraged the DAC
status of the community of Oceano, in part, to secure $4 million in total for the subject
proposal and the parent project CCB. Meanwhile, the community of Oceano has no
involvement in the subject application or the larger CCB and yet continues to be used to
assist in securing grant funding with zero benefits to the very community that will likely
experience the adverse effects from the subject proposal as well as CCB. This miscarriage
is simply one more example of Pismo’s pattern of taking advantage of a struggling
community over many years.
What’s good for the Goose is good for the Gander
Not in a million years, would a private sector applicant be afforded the accommodations
extended to the City of Pismo Beach by the County of San Luis Obispo and seemingly, the
Coastal Commission staff. It is up to your Commission to ensure that all parties, public and
private, are treated equally and hold them to the same regulations and rules without
exception. Favoring or accommodating another governmental agency is the wrong
message to send to the regulated community and moreover, it’s just bad business. Please
hold the City of Pismo Beach and its proposed project accountable relative to the
provisions of the LCP. It is an imperative that the public view the Commission as fair and
equitable for all constituents. This is the Commission’s obligation in connection with the
conservation of all coastal resources.
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The City of Pismo Beach will represent that the subject proposal is an essential component
of a larger project; however needs special consideration because of the many benefits the
project will offer to the region. What appears more accurate; it that the whole affair is a
grant driven effort for a project that is high energy use, very expensive that will generate
significant brine waste streams, all resulting in the production of a miniscule amount of
water. This is a classic case of a solution looking for a problem.
Conclusion
The proposed project is not an allowable use in Coastal Table O. Also, there is a
Limitation on Use that precludes the proposed project.
Four of the five permanent CCB groundwater wells are proposed in the Coastal Dunes RV
Park and Campground which lies in the Recreation Land Use category. This is the reason
why a decision to not find Substantial Issue would be highly precedential with long-term
implications and a significant departure from LCP and Coastal Act consistency.
The proposed project is inconsistent with LCP Public Access provisions.
The proposed project does not conform to the public access and recreationpolicies of the
Coastal Act because of the displacement of low-cost camping in a community already
experiencing limited availability of lower cost visitor-serving accommodations. Coastal
Act Section 30213 specifically requires lower cost visitor and recreational facilities be
protected, encouraged and where feasible, provided. While the displacement of low-cost
camping may be temporary, the County approval failed to include any analysis of the full
extent of the potential impacts or consider appropriate mitigation measures. The
proposed project fails to ensure maximum public access for members of the public with
low or moderate incomes that wish to access and recreate at the coast.
Miscellaneous LCP inconsistencies: The proposed project is inconsistent with LCP
Nighttime Noise Standards, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and ESHA setback
standards and the proposed project fails to comply with CCC EJ policies for Oceano.
Finding Substantial Issue is necessary to protect Coastal Resources. I respectfully
request that a Substantial Issue exists with respect to the grounds on which the appeal
was filed. The County failed to adequately review the impacts of the proposed project and
its conformance with the provisions of the Certified San Luis Obispo County LCP and with
the Public Recreational Access policies of the Coastal Act necessitating the Commission
asserting jurisdiction over the CDP application for the proposed project.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have.
Respectfully,

Jeff Edwards
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January 8, 2021
W17a
Appeal Filed: 12/2/2020 Action
Deadline: 2/9/2021 (2/12/2021 Actual)
Staff: Brian O’Neill - SC
Staff Report: 12/18/2020
Hearing Date: 1/13/2021
STAFF REPORT SUBSTNATIAL ISSUE DETERMINATION ONLY
Appeal Number: A-3-SLO-20-0072
Applicant: City of Pismo Beach
Appellant: Jeff Edwards
Dear Commissioners,
As a longtime community activist, I have followed this project and the parent project,
Central Coast Blue, since its inception. I have participated in countless meetings and have
read as many documents associated with the project as I have been able to find.
Appeal Hearing Actual
This appeal could easily have been heard in February. This would have given your staff
more time to do a thorough report.
Land Use
The test well project is located in the Coastal Dunes RV Park and Campground, a coastal
resource that retains special significance having Ordinance 1215 legally protecting its use
as a low cost visitors serving destination before there was a Coastal Act or a Certified LCP.
The Ordinance remains intact, as incorporated by reference into the LCP upon its
certification in 1988.
A Community Ill-informed
The test well project will be a great disturbance to the Community of Oceano that is largely
Hispanic in its cultural make up. These people are hard working, disadvantaged and often
marginalized when large public works projects are built in their neighborhoods. This
project is no different, to date, I have seen no materials associated with public notices,
agendas, studies, reports, workshops or any form of outreach printed in Spanish as to
inform the LatinX community that this project may affect them or the environment they
reside in.
Water Wasted to the Ocean
The documents associated with the project’s water consumption in the environmental
documents for the project are analyzed using a range of pumping rates from 100 to 1,500
1
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gallons per minute. The applicant uses the best case scenario pumping numbers for the
shortest duration and suggests just 17.4 acre feet of groundwater will be wasted through
the ocean outfall connection, which leads to the Pacific Ocean. Contrarily, the appellant
uses the projects worst case scenario of 1,500 gallons per minute for just one month of
pumping, which comes to 186 acre feet.

(My math resulted in 199 acre feet; but who’s counting?)
It is important to realize, if treated to drinking water standard, (best case scenario) could
serve 104.4 or (worst case scenario) as many as 1,116 single-family homes for one year (6
homes per acre foot per year).
In correspondence provided by the Oceano Community Services District General Manager,
he claims that the loss of water in the vicinity of the community supply wells will not
adversely affect the District’s water supply or ability to deliver water. The analysis he
attached, performed by the contracted hydrologist, does speak to any potential impacts to
the County’s monitoring well located very near the test well site on Pier Avenue. While I
am not a hydrologist, and would suggest that none of the Commissioners are either, it is not
impossible that a cone of depression created by the new well(s) located in the campground,
could affect this monitoring well and its readings during their use.
Seawater Intrusion
The applicant will represent that the test well project facilitates the larger, Central Coast
Blue project that ‘will provide for a sustainable water source for the region’. The applicant
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will also assert that the CCB project (which Oceano is not a partner in) will benefit Oceano
because “their supply wells are closest to the ocean.” This is patently false.
Please see the exhibit created by the applicant below. Take note of the red dots depicting
current supply wells. The two furthest west wells are supply wells for the City of Pismo
Beach. They are located in the City of Grover Beach.

Noise

The mitigation the applicant provides is a sound wall. This 2 pound per
square foot think wall is 24 feet tall, but it is only three-sided. The drilling operation is
twenty-four hours a day/ seven days a week at 85 dB. As identified in the project
materials, this sound wall is only proposed for three sides of the noisiest work area. The
3
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open area, on the east side of the construction area, is open to the railroad tracks, tall
eucalyptus trees (potential home to nesting raptors) and a small farm with homes within
200 feet of the project.

See graphic below; the sound wall is only on three (3) sides of the
drilling operation.

Character Assignation
The City of Pismo Beach response the appellant’s assertion that Seawater Intrusion in
Oceano is a fiction includes an attack on Mr. Edwards’s character, saying “the appellant is
not an engineer, hydrologist, or other qualified professional to assert his claim, nor has he
provided any scientific evidence to support his claim.”
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Mr. Edwards may not be an engineer or a hydrologist, but he is a qualified professional in
his chosen field of real estate and land planning. He was in attendance at the meeting of the
Oceano Community Services District Board members unanimously debunked the assertion
that there was seawater intrusion in the above referenced monitoring well and wrote a
strongly worded letter (attached) to the County Board of Supervisors at the time. The
current Oceano CSD General Manager, along with representatives of Pismo Beach, are
revising history from 2009 with their continued claims of seawater intrusion into that
monitoring well. That well was promptly rehabilitated and has never seen evidence of
seawater intrusion since.
Conclusion
This project is inconsistent with the LCP.
Sincerely,

Julie Tacker
P.O. Box 6070
Los Osos, CA 93412
805-235-8262
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City of Pismo Beach
760 Mattie Road
Pismo Beach, CA 93449

December 11, 2020
California Coastal Commission
ATTN: Brian O’Neill
725 Front Street, #300
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Via Electronic Delivery: Brian.O’Neill@coastal.ca.gov
Subject: RESPONSE TO APPEAL OF DRC2020-00050 BY SAN LUIS OBISPO
COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS TO THE CALIFORNIA COASTAL
COMMISSION; PROJECT LOCATION – 1001 PACIFIC BOULEVARD,
OCEANO, SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY, CA 93445
Dear Mr. O’Neill:
As you are aware, the City of Pismo Beach is the lead agency for Central Coast Blue,
a regional groundwater sustainability project. Central Coast Blue is envisioned to be
a two-phase project, with Phase 1 purifying the effluent from the City of Pismo Beach’s
wastewater treatment plant and injecting it into the groundwater basin. This will
provide two benefits: 1) providing a supplemental source of developed water which
can be pumped for municipal use, and 2) providing a saltwater intrusion barrier. In
addition, to being a new highly drought-resistant supply of potable water for the Five
Cities Region of San Luis Obispo County, Central Coast Blue will also reduce the
amount of wastewater currently being discharged into the ocean.
Related to Central Coast Blue, but maintained as a separate project, is this Test
Injection Well project, which the San Luis Obispo County Board of Supervisors (the
“County”) approved on October 20, 2020, as was appealed to the Coastal Commission
on December 1, 2020. Below are the responses from the City of Pismo Beach
regarding the perceived issues identified in the appeal and information that
establishes that these appeal points are either inaccurate or not substantial issues.
Substantial Issue Determination
Section 30625(b)(2) of the Coastal Act requires a de novo hearing of the appealed
project unless the Coastal Commission determines that no substantial issue exists
with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed pursuant to Section
30603(a) of the Coastal Act. The term “substantial issue” is not defined in the Coastal
Act or its implementing regulations. Section 13115(b) of the Commission’s regulations
simply indicates that the Commission will hear an appeal unless it “finds that the
P
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appeal raises no significant question.” In previous decisions on appeals, the
Commission has considered the following factors:
1. The degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision that
the development is consistent or inconsistent with the relevant provisions of the
Coastal Act;
2. The extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local
government;
3. The significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision;
4. The precedential value of the local government’s decision for future
interpretations of its Local Coastal Plan (LCP); and,
5. Whether the appeal raises local issues, or those of regional or statewide
significance.
The following discussion provides an explanation of why a substantial issue does not
exist regarding the Test Injection Well project.
1. The degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision that
the development is consistent or inconsistent with the relevant provisions of the
Coastal Act
As discussed in Response to Appeal Contention 1 below, the proposed use
was categorized based on the limited scope and duration of the project, the
definition of “Public Utility” as being regulated by the California Public Utilities
Commission, as well as the ability for the San Luis Obispo County Board of
Supervisors’ ability to clarify ambiguities. As a result, it is appropriate to classify
the project as “Water Wells and Impoundments,” which is a consistent use with
the project site’s land use designation under the County’s LCP. In addition, as
discussed in Response to Appeal Contention 5, there is adequate evidence
that the Test Injection Well project would not result in significant impacts to
public access given that 1) construction activities would occur primarily during
the non-peak season at which time the specific portion of the Coastal Dunes
RV Park and Campground where the project site is located is normally closed
to the public and 2) the project would not permanently preclude the use of any
existing campsites upon completion of short-term project construction and
testing activities. Therefore, there is sufficient factual and legal support for the
County’s decision that the Test Injection Well project is consistent with the
relevant provisions of the Coastal Act.
2. The extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local
government
The Test Injection Well project construction period is conditioned by the County
to be limited to 6 months and its permanent facilities includes one groundwater
well (approximately four square feet at the surface), one monitoring well
(approximately one square foot at the surface), and an underground outfall
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connection pipeline (approximately two square feet valve box at the surface).
In addition, as discussed under Response to Appeal Contention 4, only
approximately 17.4 AF of water would be extracted through the duration of the
construction and data gathering phases, which is a small fraction of the City’s
typical annual excess allocation of 400 AF under the existing Adjudication
Agreement for the Santa Maria Groundwater Basin. Therefore, the project is
relatively small in extent and scope.
3. The significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision
As discussed in the Environmental Impact Analysis prepared to support the
City’s Categorical Exemption determination under CEQA and explained in the
Responses to Appeal Contentions below, no significant coastal resources,
including marine and land habitat, areas of significant recreational value, highly
scenic areas, archaeological sites, significant visitor destination areas, coastal
housing or recreational opportunities for low- and moderate-income persons,
or coastal public access, would be significantly adversely affected by the Test
Injection Well project.
4. The precedential value of the local government’s decision for future
interpretations of its LCP
As discussed in Response to Appeal Contention 1, the proposed use was
categorized based on the limited scope and duration of the project, the
definition of “Public Utility” as being regulated by the California Public Utilities
Commission, as well as the ability for the San Luis Obispo County Board of
Supervisors’ ability to clarify ambiguities. As a result, it is appropriate to classify
the project as “Water Wells and Impoundments,” which is a consistent use with
the project site’s land use designation under the County’s LCP. Therefore, the
County’s decision does not establish precedent for future interpretations of its
LCP.
5. Whether the appeal raises local issues, or those of regional or statewide
significance
The Test Injection Well project is intended to provide necessary data to inform
the larger Central Coast Blue project, which is an initiative being pursued by
the Northern Cities Management Area agencies as part of proactive
sustainable groundwater management. As discussed under Response to
Appeal Contention 4, the Test Injection Well project does not pose short-term
threats to OCSD’s water supply and does not propose any confiscation of
groundwater entitlements. Although the Test Injection Well project is intended
to provide data to inform the larger Central Coast Blue project, which will
provide regional benefits to sustainable groundwater management, the Test
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Injection Well project in itself does not raise any issues of regional or statewide
significance
Appeal Contention 1
Coastal Table “O” provides definitions of proposed uses in specific use groups. The
proposed project is mischaracterized as a use that falls within the definition of Water
Wells and Impoundments [F5]. Water Wells and Impoundments are defined in Table
“O” as, “Water extraction uses or structures for small scale domestic or agricultural
use including wells, ponds, water tanks and distribution facilities.” More precisely, the
proposed project falls within an entirely different use group, and definition for Public
Utility Facilities [J5]. Public Utility Facilities is defined in Table “O” as these uses
include any of the following facilities:…; public water system wells. The proposed
project lies within the Recreation Land Use category and Public Utility Facilities are
not an allowed use in the Recreation Land Use category in Coastal Table “O” of the
LCP. Clearly, the City of Pismo Beach is not proposing small-scale domestic or
agricultural use for water extractions. Please see the attached Addendum to October
13, 2020 CCB Appeal letter, dated October 16, 2020 for greater detail.
Response to Appeal Contention 1
The appellant contends that the County incorrectly characterized the project as a
“Water Wells and Impoundments” use instead of a “Public Utility Facility,” citing the
general land use definitions contained in the County’s Coastal Zone Framework for
Planning Excerpts. The document itself states that:
"This section describes the 13 land use categories in detail, including their
purpose and intended character. The criteria listed for each land use category
are the basis for determining actual locations where the categories should be
applied.”
Title 23 of the San Luis Obispo County Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance contains
the implementing rules for the County’s Coastal Zone. The County defined the Test
Injection Well project as “Water Wells and Impoundments” for several reasons. The
first is that the Test Injection Well project proposes two wells: one for test extraction
and one for monitoring. The second reason it is appropriately defined is that Section
23.11.030 of the Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance defines a “Public Utility” as a
being regulated by the California Public Utility Commission. As the Test Injection Well
project is not proposing a public water system well, and is in fact conditioned to be
limited to temporary extraction and monitoring for a 6-month term in accordance with
Condition 3 and Condition 5, respectively, of the County’s approval, the use category
of “Water Wells and Impoundments” is the most closely relating use category. Lastly,
the proposed project is accessory to and will not preclude the use of the site for the
primary purpose of visitor serving recreation accommodations. Therefore, it is
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appropriate to classify the project as “Water Wells and Impoundments,” which is a
consistent use with the project site’s land use designation under the County’s LCP.
Appeal Contention 2
Recreation Land Use Standards. Limitation on use “allowable uses in the area
between HWY 1 and railroad right-of-way are limited to recreational vehicle (RV) parks
in accordance with Ordinance 1215” (attached). The project is proposed to be located
within the County owned Coastal Dunes RV Park & Campground. The subject
property lies within the area referenced in Ordinance 1215 and is therefore limited to
urban destination recreational vehicle park ONLY. Consequently, even if the proposed
project were allowable under Coastal Table “O”, it could not proceed because of the
limitation on use provided in Ordinance 1215 and is, therefore, inconsistent with the
LCP.
Response to Appeal Contention 2
Ordinance 1215 was adopted by the County on March 6, 1972, prior to implementation
of the Coastal Act. In order to comply with the requirements of the Coastal Act, an
LCP is required for the County to exercise local approval authority over the project
site. It is the City's understanding that Ordinance 1215 was not incorporated into the
County’s LCP, and therefore any restriction previously placed on this area through
ordinance is no longer applicable.
Nevertheless, if determined that Ordinance 1215 is applicable, the project will not
prohibit or change the use of the Coastal Dunes RV Park & Campground, and the
project is limited in time (conditioned to no more than 6 months) and size (with a
permanent footprint of 7 square feet over three locations) such that the intent of the
Ordinance is met. Also, the Ordinance does indicate that the uses are “to be
administered by the Subdivision Review Board and any conflict brought to the
Commission for determination.” While time has passed since the Ordinance was
adopted, the original appeal of the Planning Department Hearing Officer’s approval
was denied by the Board of Supervisors. Acting in the capacity of the appeal arbiter,
the Board effectively settled the conflict by approving the permit.
Appeal Contention 3
The proposed project fails to conform with Section 23.06.040 of the San Luis Obispo
County Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance (CZLUO) Noise standards.
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The proposed project includes well drilling that requires 24/7 construction until each
well is complete. It is anticipated well construction will require a minimum of two-weeks
per well. Noise from the well drilling is expected to exceed 85 dBA. The project
proposes to deploy sound walls to attenuate the sound. However, even after
attenuation, noise thresholds are to exceed the nighttime Hourly Equivalent Sound
Level of 45 dBA. It is likely nighttime operations will exceed the exterior noise level
standards provided in the CZLUO and is therefore further inconsistent with the LCP.
Response to Appeal Contention 3
Section 23.06.042 of the San Luis Obispo County Coastal Zone Land Use Ordinance
provides for exceptions for construction related activity conducted during daytime
hours. Specifically, Section 23.06.042 states:
23.06.042 - Exceptions to Noise Standards
“The standards of Sections 23.06.044-050 are not applicable to noise from the
following sources:
d. Noise sources associated with construction, provided such activities
do not take place before seven a.m. or after nine p.m. any day except
Saturday or Sunday, or before eight a.m. or after five p.m. on Saturday
or Sunday;”
The project includes installation of a temporary 24-foot-tall sound barrier during
construction and well testing activities to be constructed of material with a minimum
weight of two pounds per square foot and a minimum Sound Transmission Class
(STC) rating of 29. This barrier will break the line-of-sight between heavy-duty
equipment and nearby sensitive receivers (i.e., Oceano Inn to the west, residences to
the west and south, and campsites to the north). As demonstrated in the
Environmental Impact Analysis prepared to support the City’s Categorical Exemption
determination under CEQA, with use of the temporary sound barrier, noise generated
during 24-hour drilling and well testing activities would not exceed the County’s
daytime exterior noise standards of 50 dBA Leq and 70 dBA Lmax or the nighttime
exterior noise standards of 45 dBA Leq and 65 dBA Lmax at campsites to the north,
Oceano Inn, and nearby residences located further away. In addition, the 24-hour well
drilling and testing phases of the proposed project would be temporary and short-term,
lasting approximately 14 days total.
Lastly, additional claims that “it is likely nighttime operations will exceed the exterior
noise level standards provided in the CZLUO,” are not supported by applicable
evidence and are therefore without merit.
Appeal Contention 4
The proposed project includes groundwater extractions from injection well IW-4 for an
indeterminate amount of time. It fails to conform to Coastal Watersheds Policy 1,
Preservation of Groundwater Basins. While the parent project CCB intends to inject
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water into the basin, the proposed project is intending to extract water. However, the
location of the proposed project, particularly IW-4 is in very close proximity to the
primary production well (Well No. 8) for the community of Oceano. Please see the
attached Figure 7-1 from the CCB DEIR which reflects the location of the proposed
project and the other four injection wells in relation to Services District (OCSD) wells,
shown as red dots. Based upon the project description in the Categorical Exemption,
groundwater extractions are expected up to 1,500 gallons per minute. In just two–
weeks, the project will have extracted and discharged to the ocean some 92.8 acrefeet. If the pumping continues for one-month, the total amount of groundwater wasted
to the ocean will approach 185 acre-feet. For context, the entire community of Oceano,
including approximately 7,600 residents uses about 55 acre-feet per month from all
sources. Most recently, the OCSD pumped 147 acre feet in a one-year period, for
comparison. Moreover, the Disadvantaged Community (DAC) of Oceano, possesses
a 900 acre-foot groundwater entitlement (as adjudicated for the Santa Maria
Groundwater Basin (SMGB), shown in Figure 4.8-3 attached). The Oceano
Community Services District (OCSD) has reduced pumping to approximately sixteen
percent (16%) or 147 acre-feet annually. Therefore, in just one-month, the proposed
project may pump, with no beneficial use, over one hundred percent (100%+) of
Oceano’s most recent groundwater extractions indicated in the Northern Cities
Management Area 2019 Annual Monitoring Report. The OCSD primary groundwater
extraction well, Well No. 8, is located less than one-half mile from IW-4, the key
component of the proposed project. The proposed project may impact OCSD’s Well
No. 8, given its close proximity. Well No. 8 was the OCSD’s only groundwater well in
production during the 2019 reporting period.
The long-term integrity of the groundwater basins within the Coastal Zone shall be
protected. The proposed project could have a significant adverse impact on the
groundwater basin, notwithstanding the projects limited duration. These short-term
impacts to the groundwater basin and Oceano’s groundwater entitlement are
significant; however, the potential long-term impacts from the parent project, Central
Coast Blue (CCB), may have longer-lasting adverse effects upon the entire DAC of
Oceano with Environmental Justice (EJ) implications. The County-approved project
included no analysis of the potential short or long-term impacts nor did it include any
mitigation or compensation to the OCSD for potential impacts to Well No. 8 and/or
their adjudicated groundwater entitlement.
While the City of Pismo Beach considers the current efforts a regional collaboration,
with a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with only the cities of Arroyo Grande and
Grover Beach. The MOA has numerous “opt-out clauses”. In fact, the OCSD has
declared they are not participating in the project at all. The dilemma facing the City of
Pismo Beach is the concern that, non-participating agencies be PROHIBITED from
pumping groundwater that may include CCB treated water injected into the
groundwater basin. As a result, the City of Pismo Beach has made it clear that the
OCSD may be limited to recent groundwater extractions of just 147 acre-feet. This
could have the effect of confiscating over 700 acre-feet of groundwater entitlement for
the DAC community. This alone, smacks of Environmental Injustice given that the
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communities most valuable asset is their 900 acre-foot groundwater entitlement. In
fact, the County-approved project has completely failed to consider or analyze any EJ
factors thus failing to conform to Section 30604(h) of the California Public Resources
Code. “When acting on a Coastal Development Permit, the issuing agency, or the
commission on appeal, may consider Environmental Justice, or the equitable
distribution of environmental benefits throughout the state.”
Ironically, the impetus for the subject proposal and the parent project, CCB, relates to
representations that seawater intrusion (SWI) is impacting the groundwater basin in
the area. This is patently false. The fiction of SWI surfaced in 2009 and involves the
Northern Cities Management Area (NCMA) members. The members are the cities of
Pismo Beach, Arroyo Grande and Grover Beach plus OCSD who is often the “odd
man out”. The community of Oceano, through the OCSD, has a diversified water
portfolio, including State Project Water, Lopez Lake and groundwater entitlements.
Currently, the OCSD is using approximately one-third of their combined entitlements.
By way of background, the SMGB was adjudicated in 2008. The City of Pismo Beach’s
premise for CCB is the incursion of seawater into the groundwater basin. In fact, the
City of Pismo Beach presents a revisionist view of local water history. They assert the
County of San Luis Obispo constructed the Lopez Dam in 1969 because of seawater
intrusion in Oceano. More accurately, the County built Lopez Dam fundamentally as
a flood control project to protect the downstream properties and farms from flooding.
A letter dated February 8, 2012 from the OCSD Board of Directors to the then, Board
of Supervisors, refutes erroneous assertions regarding the historical presence of
seawater intrusion. The letter speaks to data collected in 2009 and states, “The
Oceano groundwater supply is not threatened with seawater intrusion.” The OCSD’s
primary groundwater drinking supply Well No. 8 is in close proximity to two proposed
CCB injection wells including the proposed CCB (IW-4).
Response to Appeal Contention 4
This appeal point attempts to conflate the Test Injection Well project with the larger
Central Coast Blue project, which is not currently being considered for approval. The
Test Injection Well Project has been kept separate from the parent project due to the
independent utility associated with the data collection that will result from the Test
Injection Well project. The utility of the information that would be gained through the
Test Injection Well project is independent of any potential future development because
subsurface conditions are not currently well-known, and while the results of this
exploration may inform future development actions such as the Central Coast Blue
project, the Test Injection Well project would not predispose decision makers to
choose one alternative over another. This point is attempting to confuse the issue
instead of keeping the Test Injection Well project and Central Coast Blue project
separate.
The pumping information asserted by the appellant is additionally flawed. As stated in
the Categorical Exemption documentation for the Test Injection Well project, the Test
Injection Well project is anticipated to pump approximately 300,000 gallons (0.9 acre-
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feet [AF]) of water during construction of the monitoring well, approximately 3,500,000
gallons (10.8 AF) of water during construction of the groundwater well, and
approximately 1,900,000 gallons (5.7 AF) during well testing activities for a total onetime extraction of 17.4 AF of water through the duration of the construction and data
gathering phases. For context, the Santa Maria Groundwater Basin is an adjudicated
basin, and extractions are subject to the adjudication. The City of Pismo Beach alone
has an allocation under the adjudication of 700 AF per year (AFY). Typically, the City
of Pismo Beach extracts about 300 AFY, leaving 400 AF that could be extracted for
this project, if only considering Pismo Beach’s allocation. Furthermore, the total
municipal extraction allowed under the adjudication is 4,330 AFY, and in 2019, the
combined Northern Cities Management Area extraction was 684 AF. In addition, the
OSCD General Manager has indicated that this project will not adversely impact the
District’s water supply or ability to deliver water in the short or long term.
For informational purposes, since the Test Injection Well is a separate project, the
parent project, Central Coast Blue, will provide long term protection from saltwater
intrusion to all users of the Santa Maria Groundwater Basin. The appellant disputes
the widely-documented and scientifically-proven indications of potential saltwater
intrusion into the basin in 2009; however, the appellant is not an engineer,
hydrogeologist or other qualified professional to assert his claim, nor has he provided
any scientific evidence supporting his claim.
Appeal Contention 5
The Coastal Act requires public recreational access to be maximized and lower-cost
facilities to be protected and provided as a way to maximize access for all segments
of the population, including those unable to afford expensive accommodations and
facilities. Overnight accommodations are a necessary part of providing public access
and recreational opportunities for the many visitors that live further from the coast,
including those from inland areas, such as the California Central Valley, where a
coastal trip requires a lengthy car ride. In fact, many campers travel hundreds of miles
to their destination so they may enjoy the coast without having to drive back to their
home the same day. The issue of coastal access is not so much that visitors stay on
or at the beach, but about being able to spend time on the coast without the extended
travel by having access to lower-cost accommodations. The County-approved project
included no analysis of potential impacts upon the availability of lower-cost
accommodations. It is not enough to simply provide public recreational access to and
along the coast, nor is it enough to simply protect public recreational access; rather
such public recreational access must also be MAXIMIZED.
Lower cost visitor-serving accommodations are presently in high demand across the
county and their availability locally is in short supply presently. The County-approved
project lacks an adequate analysis of impacts to this class of visitors. It is common
knowledge, that the lowest cost camping at the nearby Oceano Dunes State Vehicular
Riding Area (ODSVRA) is closed indefinitely. When the ODSVRA does reopen for
camping, it will be limited to just 500 of the 1,000 campsites. Camping during Covid-
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19 is in high demand, as this is one of the few activities where social distancing is
easier and safer. Moreover, given its moderate climate with seventy-degree weather,
camping demand is extremely high in Oceano because of its proximity to the beach.
Options for camping are extremely limited. The Pismo Coast Village, a popular resort
on Highway One does not allow tent camping (RV camping only). The Countyapproved project impacts to lower cost visitor-serving accommodations are significant.
It is estimated; approximately 40-camp sites at the Oceano Dunes RV Park and
Campground will be displaced during the project.
Additionally, other campsites within the 230-space campground may be affected due
to noise and construction activity, making them less desirable. Likewise, the affordable
($59.00 per night King bed) at the eighteen-room Oceano Inn, across the street from
the project site, is also likely to experience impacts from the project, including noise,
lighting and traffic, making it a less desirable place to stay, further reducing quality
and affordable places to stay. Based upon the above discussion, the proposed project
clearly fails to conform to Section 30213 of the Coastal Act as it relates to the
protection of lower cost visitor-serving accommodations in the community of Oceano.
Response to Appeal Contention 5
The thirty-seven (37) campsites that would be physically impacted by construction are
closed annually by the County from mid-September until March and therefore are
unavailable for recreational camping during this time period each year Construction of
the Test Well Project is scheduled to occur from January through May, which was
determined in consultation with County Parks to avoid construction during peak
reservation demand during the summer. As a result, minimal impacts to coastal
access or lower cost visitor-serving accommodations will occur as a result of
construction and testing activities associated with the Test Injection Well project.
Following construction of the wells, the affected campsites will again be available for
use, as the permanent footprints(one-square-foot monitoring well surface footprint in
a traffic-rated flush-mount vault within an existing roadway in the park, four-squarefoot groundwater well surface footprint, and the two-square-foot surface footprint for
the underground outfall connection pipeline in a park parking spot) do not impact the
ability for campers to use the campsites. Therefore, no long-term impacts to the
campground will result from the Test Injection Well project. Additional assertions are
made that other visitor serving uses will be impacted by the project; however, no
technical information is provided to draw this conclusion. In reality, constructionrelated impacts associated with noise will be for a limited duration during the non-peak
travel season. As discussed under Response to Appeal Contention 3, construction
noise impacts to Oceano Inn and other nearby campsites would not occur given that
the project includes installation of a temporary sound barrier for the duration of
construction and testing activities, which would reduce noise levels to achieve
compliance with the County’s noise standards. The additional assertions that the
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project will result in increased lighting and traffic are not substantiated and should be
dismissed.
Appeal Contention 6
The County-approved project failed to adequately express a need or purpose for the
project. The applicant states the proposed project would be a preliminary investigation
of the physical and technological constraints and opportunities in the project area. The
project would expand the knowledge of subsurface conditions in the area. It is unclear
if the proposed project is necessary; please see a copy of Section 8. References from
the NCMA 2019 Annual Monitoring Report (attached) with over fifty references to
various studies , monitoring reports and other documentation prepared by both the
public and private sector, making the subject groundwater basin one of the most
studied on the Central Coast. It is highly likely the information sought from the
proposed project is already contained in the numerous groundwater basin analyses.
Response to Appeal Contention 6
While the area has been extensively investigated, adequate information does not exist
from the numerous previous studies that appropriately addresses the specific data
needs in the specific planned locations to better inform the larger Central Coast Blue
project. Injection well capacity assumptions have significant cost impacts for the larger
Central Coast Blue project, including the number of injection wells needed, their
locations, and the extensive conveyance infrastructure required to deliver purified
water. The Test Injection Well project will reduce uncertainty associated with the
capacity assumption and improve cost understanding of the larger Central Coast Blue
project. Similar projects have had to add injection wells and conveyance infrastructure
after operations started, resulting in increased costs and reduced supply, due to
incorrect injection capacity assumptions. In addition, the Test Injection Well project is
100% funded by a grant from the State of California, State Water Resources Control
Board, due to the importance of the up-front investigative work.
Summary
Based on the above information, we respectfully request that the Commission find that
no substantial issue exists and that the approval by the San Luis Obispo County Board
of Supervisors was carried out properly, which will allow this critical project to move
forward expeditiously, meet specific funding deadlines, and further reduce the
temporary impact to the RV park.
Sincerely,
Benjamin A. Fine, PE
Director of Public Work/ City Engineer
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Matthew J. Downing, AICP
Director of Community Development
Attachment:
1. Pismo Beach Notice of Exemption And Land Use Permit Application for Central
Coast Blue Test Injection Well Staff Report, April 7, 2020
cc:

City Manager
City Attorney

ATTACHMENT 1

PISMO BEACH COUNCIL AGENDA REPORT
Agenda Item #9.H
SUBJECT/TITLE:
NOTICE OF EXEMPTION AND LAND USE PERMIT APPLICATION FOR CENTRAL
COAST BLUE TEST INJECTION WELL
RECOMMENDATION:
1. Adopt a Resolution certifying a Notice of Exemption for the Central Coast Blue
Test Injection Well project;
2. Authorize staff to submit a land use permit application to San Luis Obispo County
for the project.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Staff recommends that the City Council certify a Notice of Exemption (California
Environmental Quality Act environmental document) for the construction and testing of a
full‐scale groundwater well, a nested monitoring and a connection to the existing City of
Pismo Beach ocean outfall pipeline as part of the planning, engineering, and design
process for Central Coast Blue. An Environmental Categorical Class 6 Exemption for
information collection will be considered; the Notice of Exemption and its supporting
Categorical Exemption memorandum and environmental impact analysis are attached as
Attachment 1.A and 2. Additionally, staff recommends that the Council authorize
submittal of the related land use permit application to San Luis Obispo County.
BACKGROUND:
The Central Coast Blue (CCB) Test Injection Well is part of the planning, engineering,
and design process for the larger CCB project. The purpose of the Test Injection Well is
to provide the City of Pismo Beach and the CCB stakeholders with information regarding
the feasibility and design options for the proposed CCB project, which involves advanced
treatment of secondary effluent from the Pismo Beach and South San Luis Obispo County
Sanitation District Wastewater Treatment Plants and injection of the purified water to
create a seawater intrusion barrier.
The Test Injection Well project is a preliminary investigation of groundwater basin
hydrogeology and will expand the knowledge of subsurface conditions in the area. This
information may be used to modify the design of CCB or determine its feasibility. The
utility of the information gained through the proposed project is independent of any
potential future development because subsurface conditions are not currently wellknown, and while the results of this groundwater well exploration may inform future
development actions, the proposed project will not predispose decision makers to choose
one alternative over another when considering CCB.
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Project Description:
Project Location
The project site consists of approximately 500 square feet of land (including a 100square-foot site for the proposed groundwater well, a 100-square foot site for the
proposed nested monitoring well, and an approximately 300-square foot site for the
proposed outfall connection). The project site is located at 1001 Pacific Boulevard (also
known as State Route 1) in the community of Oceano in unincorporated San Luis Obispo
County. The site is located on Assessor’s Parcel Number 061-111-017 and -018. The
project site is located within the Coastal Dunes RV Park and Campground, which is
owned and operated by the County of San Luis Obispo (County), and the right-of-way of
SR 1. See Attachment 3 for vicinity maps of the project site.
Project Components
The proposed groundwater well will be constructed of a stainless steel casing, be
approximately 12 inches in diameter, reach a depth of approximately 400 feet and require
approximately 100 square feet of ground disturbance. The groundwater well will have
aboveground components, such as piping, that will be approximately three feet in height
with a welded cap after testing is complete.
The proposed nested monitoring well will include two PVC (plastic) well casings
approximately three inches in diameter and will extend to depths of 200 and 400 feet. The
nested monitoring well would require approximately 100 square feet of ground
disturbance and will be located within a traffic-rated flush-mount vault that does not
include aboveground component.
The proposed outfall connection pipeline will be approximately 8 inches in diameter and
constructed of ductile iron pipe. The pipeline will require approximately 300 square feet
of ground disturbance and be located underground, terminating within a traffic-rated flushmount vault that will not include aboveground components. A temporary aboveground
pipeline will connect the well locations to the outfall connection point within the vault and
will only be present during project construction and well testing activities. See
Attachment 3 for the site plan of the test injection well and monitoring well and
Attachment 5 for project plans.
Project Construction
Construction activities will occur over the course of approximately six months during the
off-peak season of the Coastal Dunes RV Park and Campground (i.e., mid-September
through mid-March) from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on Mondays through Fridays and from
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays with the exception of approximately 14
days of well drilling activities that would occur for 24 hours per day, Monday through
Sunday, which is standard practice for groundwater well drilling.
Project construction will require groundwater pumping during well development, which is
standard practice for groundwater well drilling. Water will be disposed of through City’s
ocean outfall via the proposed connection to the City’s existing outfall pipeline or by
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transport via tanker trucks and discharge to the Mentone Drainage Basin Park in Grover
Beach. The City of Grover Beach’s Public Works Director has indicated that temporary
groundwater disposal at the Mentone Drainage Basin Park will be allowed.
Well Testing Activities
Upon completion of construction, a series of well pumping tests will occur at the
groundwater well for information and data collection purposes. Well pump tests will
produce approximately 1,900,000 gallons (5.7 acre-feet) of groundwater, and pumped
groundwater will be discharged to temporary storage tanks for release via the outfall
connection point.
Project Design Features: Avoidance and Minimization Measures
The project will include the following avoidance and minimization measures as part of the
project design, which are detailed in Attachment 4. These measures include preconstruction nesting bird surveys, use of temporary sound barriers during construction
and well testing activities, implementation of a traffic control plan, execution of a Workers’
Environmental Awareness Program training on archaeological sensitivity for construction
workers, and archaeological and Native American monitoring during construction
activities.
Land Use:
The project site is located in unincorporated San Luis Obispo County and is subject to the
land use permitting authority of the County. As such, while the City will be the lead agency
for environmental review purposes, the County’s land use approval will ultimately be
required for the project to continue. The County has indicated that the project will require
a minor land use permit and would be subject to requirements provided in San Luis
Obispo County Code (SLOCC) Section 8.40 (Construction, Repair, Modification and
Destruction of Wells), and staff seeks Council authorization for the submittal of the land
use permit application. At this time, staff has submitted materials to the County for
preliminary review. Construction of the outfall connection would also require an
Encroachment Permit from Caltrans. At this time, staff has submitted application materials
to Caltrans, which are pending approval.
Recreation
Project construction and well testing activities will temporarily restrict the use of
approximately 40 campsites within the Coastal Dunes RV Park and Campground during
the off-peak season (i.e., mid-September through mid-March). All the campsites will be
restored to pre-construction condition upon completion except for the area of the capped
groundwater well that extends above the surface in a hiker/biker site. Staff has been
engaged in active coordination and collaboration with County Parks regarding use of this
portion of the campground. On February 27, 2020, County Parks Commission approved
the City’s requested Land Use Consent for CCB Test Injection Well project. Final approval
is pending a consent agenda item at an upcoming San Luis Obispo County Board of
Supervisors.
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Archaeologically Sensitive Area
An Extended Phase I (XPI)/Phase II archaeological investigation of the project site was
conducted in January 2020, during which a Native American monitor from the San Luis
Obispo Chumash Council was present, to identify the presence or absence of prehistoric
archaeological sites within the project footprint and to evaluate any identified deposits for
cultural significance. The XPI/Phase II investigation did not identify any significant cultural
deposits within the project site. These reports are considered confidential and are not
attached to this report to preserve archaeological resources. Furthermore, in accordance
with the recommendations of the XPI/Phase II report, the City would implement AMM 4
and AMM 5, which include conducting a worker’s environmental awareness program and
archaeological and Native American monitoring, to avoid impacts in the event that
unanticipated archaeological deposits are encountered during project construction.
Environmental Review:
In accordance with the Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), a Categorical Exemption has been prepared for the proposed project
in accordance with Section 15306 (Class 6) of the State CEQA Guidelines, exempting
information collection projects, which consist of basic data collection, research,
experimental management, and resource evaluation activities which do not result in a
serious or major disturbance to an environmental resource. These may be strictly for
information gathering purposes, or as part of a study leading to an action which a public
agency has not yet approved, adopted, or funded. The Notice of Exemption and its
supporting Categorical Exemption memorandum and environmental impact analysis have
been included as Attachments 1.A and 2.
The groundwater well, monitoring well, and outfall connection that are part of the project
may be left in place to become part of the larger groundwater well injection network
envisioned by the CCB project, should the CCB project be approved by the City. However,
prior to the decision-making process on the CCB project, environmental documentation
pursuant to CEQA would need to be prepared for the whole of the CCB project.
Conclusion and Recommendation:
Staff recommends that the Council adopt a Resolution (Attachment 1) certifying the
CEQA Notice of Exemption for the Test Injection Well project, and authorize staff to
proceed with submitting a land use permit application to San Luis Obispo County for the
project.
FISCAL IMPACT:
There is no fiscal impact from this action.
ALTERNATIVES:
1. Decline certification of the Notice of Exemption and do not authorize staff to move
forward.
2. Provide alternative direction to staff.
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ATTACHMENTS:
1. Resolution
1.A. Exhibit A to Resolution: Notice of Exemption
2. Categorical Exemption Memorandum
3. Vicinity Maps and Site Plan
4. Avoidance and Minimization Measures
5. Plans
Submitted by:
Meeting Date: April 7, 2020
Benjamin A. Fine, P.E., Director of Public Works/City Engineer
City Manager Approval:
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RESOLUTION NO. R-2020-XXX
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PISMO BEACH,
CALIFORNIA CERTIFYING A NOTICE OF EXEMPTION FOR THE CENTRAL COAST
BLUE TEST INJECTION WELL PROJECT
WHEREAS, the Central Coast Blue (CCB) Test Injection Well is part of the planning,
engineering, and design process for the larger CCB project; the purpose of the Test
Injection Well is to provide the City of Pismo Beach and stakeholders with information
regarding the feasibility and design options for the proposed CCB project, which involves
advanced treatment of secondary effluent from the Pismo Beach and South San Luis
Obispo County Sanitation District Wastewater Treatment Plants and injection of the
purified water to create a seawater intrusion barrier; and
WHEREAS, in accordance with the Guidelines for Implementation of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), a Categorical Exemption has been prepared for the
proposed project in accordance with Section 15306 (Class 6) of the State CEQA
Guidelines, exempting information collection projects, which consist of basic data
collection, research, experimental management, and resource evaluation activities which
do not result in a serious or major disturbance to an environmental resource.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the City Council of the City of Pismo Beach
hereby certifies the CEQA Notice of Exemption (Exhibit A) prepared for the Central Coast
Blue Test Injection Well project.
UPON MOTION OF Council Member
, seconded by Council Member
, the
foregoing resolution was adopted by the City Council of the City of Pismo Beach this 7th
day of April 2020, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:
Approved:

Attest:

________________________
Ed Waage, Mayor

________________________
Erica Inderlied, City Clerk
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Attachment 1.A

Notice of Exemption
To: Office of Planning and Research
P.O. Box 3044, Room 113
Sacramento, CA 95812-3044
County Clerk
Luis Obispo
County of: San
__________________
1055
Monterey
Street
___________________________
San Luis Obispo, CA 93408
___________________________

Appendix E
City of Pismo Beach
From: (Public Agency): ____________________________
760 Mattie Road
_______________________________________________
Pismo Beach, CA 93349
_______________________________________________
(Address)

Central Coast Blue Test Groundwater Well Project
Project Title: ____________________________________________________________________________
City of Pismo Beach
Project Applicant: ________________________________________________________________________
Project Location - Specific:

1001 Pacific Boulevard (APN 061-111-017 and -018) in Oceano, California

Project Location - City:

unincorporated Oceano
______________________

San Luis Obispo
Project Location - County: _____________________

Description of Nature, Purpose and Beneficiaries of Project:

The purpose of the project is to investigate subsurface hydrogeologic conditions. The project would construct
a test groundwater well, a nested monitoring well with two casings, and a connection to the City's existing
ocean outfall pipeline.
City of Pismo Beach
Name of Public Agency Approving Project: _____________________________________________________
City of Pismo Beach
Name of Person or Agency Carrying Out Project: ________________________________________________
Exempt Status: (check one):




Ministerial (Sec. 21080(b)(1); 15268);
Declared Emergency (Sec. 21080(b)(3); 15269(a));
Emergency Project (Sec. 21080(b)(4); 15269(b)(c));
Class 6 (15306)
Categorical Exemption. State type and section number: ____________________________________
Statutory Exemptions. State code number: ______________________________________________

Reasons why project is exempt:

The purpose of the project is to collect data on subsurface conditions in the project area to inform decisionmaking on the feasibility of the Central Coast Blue Project. The proposed project would not predispose
decision-makers to choose one alternative of the Central Coast Blue Project over another. The project would be
part of a study leading to an action which a public agency has not yet approved, adopted, or funded.
Lead Agency
Fine
Contact Person: Benjamin
____________________________

805-773-7037
Area Code/Telephone/Extension: _______________

If filed by applicant:
1. Attach certified document of exemption finding.
2. Has a Notice of Exemption been filed by the public agency approving the project? ҏ
Signature: ____________________________ Date: ______________ Title:
Signed by Lead Agency

No

_______________________

Signed by Applicant

Authority cited: Sections 21083 and 21110, Public Resources Code.
Reference: Sections 21108, 21152, and 21152.1, Public Resources Code.
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Figure 1

Regional Location
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Figure 2

Project Site Location
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Figure 3

Test Injection Well and Monitoring Well Site Plan
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Central Coast Blue Test Injection Well Avoidance and Minimization Measures
AMM 1 Nesting Birds

If construction occurs within the bird breeding season (February 1 through August
31), then no more than one week prior to initiation of ground disturbance and/or
vegetation removal, a nesting bird and raptor pre-construction survey will be
conducted by a qualified biologist within the disturbance footprint plus a 100-foot
buffer, where practicable.
Pre-construction nesting bird and raptor surveys will be conducted during the time of
day when birds are active and will be of sufficient duration to reliably conclude
presence/absence of nesting birds and raptors on site and within the designated
vicinity. A report of the nesting bird and raptor survey results, if applicable, will be
submitted to the City of Pismo Beach prior to ground and/or vegetation disturbance
activities.
If nests are found, their locations will be flagged. An appropriate avoidance buffer,
ranging in size from 25 to 50 feet for song birds and up to 100 feet for raptors
depending upon the species and the proposed work activity, will be determined and
demarcated by a qualified biologist with suitable flagging. Active nests will be
monitored at a minimum of once per week until it has been determined the nest is no
longer being used by either the young or adults. No ground disturbance will occur
within this buffer until the qualified biologist confirms the breeding/nesting is
complete, and all the young have fledged. If project activities must occur within the
buffer, they will be conducted at the discretion of the qualified biologist. If no nesting
birds are observed during pre-construction surveys, no further actions are
necessary. If a bird initiates a nest while construction activities, such as ground
disturbance or well installation, are ongoing, it is unlikely that this bird would be
substantially disturbed by those same activities.
AMM 2 Sound Barrier

During project construction and well testing activities the project contractor will install
a sound barrier of sufficient height and length to break the line-of-sight between
heavy-duty equipment and nearby sensitive receivers (i.e., Oceano Inn to the west,
residences to the west and south, and campsites to the north). The sound barrier will
be constructed of material with a minimum weight of two pounds per square foot and
a minimum Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating of 29. The barrier will enclose all
heavy-duty equipment and will be at least 100 feet in length along the northern and
southern sides and at least 50 feet in length along the western side. The barrier will
be 24 feet in height and will be continuous with no gaps or holes between panels or
the ground with the exception of an opening for equipment access. The opening in
the barrier for equipment access would have sound curtains for noise control when
equipment is not using the access point. Sound blankets on individual pieces of
construction equipment may also be used in place of a temporary sound barrier. The
sound blankets will meet a STC rating of 32 and will be of sufficient length to overlap
each other and the ground surface.
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AMM 3 Traffic Control Plan

The project contractor will prepare and implement a traffic control plan that specifies
how traffic will be safely and efficiently redirected during work within the Caltrans
ROW. Traffic control measures in the event of a lane closure will be included, and
priority access will be given to emergency vehicles. The traffic control plan will also
include requirements to notify local emergency response providers, including Five
Cities Fire Authority, the San Luis Obispo County Sheriff Department, ambulance
services, and paramedic services at least one week prior to the start of work within
the Caltrans ROW if a lane closure is required.
AMM 4 Worker’s Environmental Awareness Program

A qualified archaeologist will be retained to conduct a Worker’s Environmental
Awareness Program (WEAP) training on archaeological sensitivity for all
construction personnel prior to the commencement of any ground-disturbing
activities. The training will be conducted by an archaeologist who meets or exceeds
the Secretary of Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards for archaeology.1
Archaeological sensitivity training will include a description of the types of cultural
material that may be encountered, cultural sensitivity issues, regulatory issues, and
the proper protocol for treatment of the materials in the event of a find.
AMM 5 Archaeological and Native American Monitoring

During initial ground disturbance for the project, a qualified archaeologist and a
locally affiliated Native American monitor should monitor construction activities
within the project site. Initial ground disturbance is defined as disturbance within
previously undisturbed native soils. If, during initial ground disturbance, the qualified
archaeologist determines that the construction activities have little or no potential to
impact cultural resources (e.g., excavations are within previously disturbed, nonnative soils, or within soil formation not expected to yield cultural resources
deposits), the qualified archaeologist may recommend that monitoring be reduced or
eliminated. Consistent with City of Pismo Beach General Plan and Local Coastal
Program Policy CO-6, if cultural resources are encountered during ground-disturbing
activities, whether or not a monitor is present, work in the immediate area must halt
and an archaeologist meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional
Qualification Standards for archaeology (National Park Service 1983) should be
contacted immediately to evaluate the find. If the discovery proves to be eligible for
listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, additional work such as
data recovery excavation and Native American consultation may be warranted to
avoid or minimize impacts/adverse effects.

1 National Parks Service. 1983. Archaeology and Historic Preservation: Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines. Washington,
DC. https://www.nps.gov/history/local-law/arch_stnds_0.htm (accessed January 2020).
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